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Racar sensing of the ocear, surface can y i eld infor-mat ior, 

a~out sea state and wind speed and direction . Radar backscatter-ing 

is dominatec by the Bragg s c attering mechanism (Barric, 1972) . At 

~icrowave frequencies (SHF) , backscatter-ing is f l-om capillary 

waves riding on top of large-scale wind waves and swell, which 

modulat e t~e radar return (Bass and Fu ks, 1979).Amplitude anc 

phase of modulation depend or. wave slope and or~ital velocity. 

Exp2:'"l.mental investigations of the modL!lation effect of the 

scatter ing s i gnal by large- scale waves were prEser,ted ir, mar,y 

pa~e~s (e.~. Kalmykov and Pustovoyten ko, 1976; w~ ight et a1. , 

1980) . The most of aut hors studiec a integ rated temporal characte 

ristics of the received signal, for example, modulation transfe~ 

"function (Wright et al,1980) . In present work we made the atterr.;Jt 

to study fine structure of radar s ignals by digital processing . 

For experimental inv e stigat i on of spatial and temporal structure 

of radar s ea return two different methods were used, but in both 

c ases we applied similar digital methods , particularly, 

avel~age at moving interval. Influence of the large-scale 

spect r um 

SLlrface 

waves on the structure of radar sea echo was analyzed b y spat 

ial measurements on "frozen" surface (Volkov et aI, 1991) . Fine 

var iations of Dopp ler spectrum gives us the possibility to obtain 

some information about capillary- grav i tational waves which ar e 

modulated by large-scale waves . We investigated a dev iation of 

rad~r signal statistical distributi o n f rom the Raleigh one and 

dev iation of results obtained from "two scale" model . 

EX;lerimental arrangement and inst l'" umentat ion: 

As a ~ocation system we ~ad a ship - boar-d inco:-,e r e nt search 

raca!"". :Me r.;dar L!See two t !'" ansrnitting/receiving antennas, 

ting at 3 and 10 em wavelengths (horizontal 

scanned 36d' of azimuth i n 3.45 s and which 
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polar izat ion ) , 

we re located 

opera 

that 

at 



:'eight H =25 m above mean sea level. The antennas had azimLlthal 

~eamwidth g =0.750 and 9 =2.5 Qat 3 dB level for 3 anc 10 cm, 

respectively. The ver tical beamwidths were 20° for both wave-

lengths. The radar pulse duration twas 0 .4 ~s, giving a range 

resolution 60 m. Sampling rate of the signal envelope was 20 MHz 

on interval O<t < SO ~s,which corresponds to location range 0 -7.5 

:':m. This time interval is sufficiently short compared with all 

ocean periods so that the sea surrace could be treated as ir 

was "frozen". Thus, described technique permits YOLl to 

spatial (rather than temp oral) characteristics or the 

sea surface in certain direction. 

stuc:y 

waveC: 

For phase measurements we used speCial Doppler radar with cont

l nLIOUS radiation 20 GHz. Radar specificity - obtaining of Doppler 

shift without intermediate frequenc y , by direct mi~ing of radiat 

ion with )~eceiving signal(similar to Abou-Ta leb et aI, 1986). We 

carried out measurements from moving ship. Diameter of illumina~ 

ad area was 1.5 - 2 m. Frequency shift changed in limits 100-500 

Hz.Sampling rate 1 - 2 kHz during 10 - 20 s. It gives us the poss 

ibility to obtain enough r esolLltion for fine structure analyzing, 

on the other hand, - to estimate influence of large-scale waves 

with period about few seconds. 

Resul ts and conc lusior,s: 

SpectrLlm averaging at moving interval gives us the possibility to 

obtain statistical stability of spectra during short time interval 

~hich corresponds to different d~stance( or incidence angle) for 

spatial observations. For phase observations such interval 

corresponds to diameter of illuminated area. 

When analyzing radar signal rerlected from the SLtrrace arid 

maculated by large waves, one must keep in mind that signals spec

trum is due to non-linear relation between the reflected signal 

intenSity and the local depression angle . Foc horizontal 

polarization of' the transmitted and received radiation tr,e sea 

spi kes ec h oes certainly become important and can give contr~bution 

to generating non-linear harmonics into fluct uation spectra 

(Kalmy k ov and Pustovoyten ko, 1976). Nevertheless, when surface 

contains only smooth roughness, connection between the backscatter 

c ross section ~ and local grazing angle q in frames of two-scale 

surface model is also non-linear and can be expressed by the 

form ula (Valenzuela , 1979) 
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W ( kz. ) 

... here "0 is 

of sur race 

Iotnich the 

a = :'.67t~ sir,4 (q) a (q) 

the wave number of radiation, W(k
t

) is spectral density 

waves near k~, k, - wave number or the ripple 

Bragg scattering is formed and a (q) is a 

waV2 01", 

ractor 

depending on the radiation polarization and water permi t 't iv i ty . 

~ig.1 shows a typical average spatial spectrum of t:'e echo 

signal from chosen direction (curve 1) and modeling one (curve 

2}[Dolin,Rodin,1980 J . Gection I corresponds to surface wave spec-

tr urn, and section Ir is the spectrum "doubling" due to non-linear 

effect of "detection" . When the grazing angle f decreases, i. e. 

with increasing of distance r, the non-linearity must be displa-

is explained by the fact that with yed more distinctly. It 

decreasing or the angle f the linear with respect to a (surface 

slope) term in tt-,e expar,sion o ver q=f~ decreases while the 

square-low one remains constant (see Dolin and Rodin, 1980) . This 

fact is illustrated in the Fig.2 which shows avel-age energy 

spectra of received signal realizations i n dependence on the 

range 1"'" . To obtain these plots we perrormed the Fourier transrorm 

using intervals of realizations with duration At=12.8 ~s 

beginning with certain connected with various grazing 

angles f (see Fig.2). It can be seen from the Figure that when 

angle f decreases the height or the t he second 

spectrum increases with respect to the first one . 

section in the 

Fig . 3 s hows a typical average Doppler spectrum. Spectrum 

co~tain coupled peaks, which correspond to Bragg scattering 

gravitational-capi llary waves moving in opposite directions . 

Amplitude and frequency s~ift of pea ks give some 

inhomogeneity oT the ripple. Fig.4 shows a 

information about 

typic a l average 

spectrLlm in r l-eq uency interval near Bragg peaks. It was found ed, 

that peaks 'frequency position is deviated from main spectrum 

s h ift. This fact may be explained by influence OT intermediate 

range of wavelengths and by deviation from "two-scale" model. 

Fal"" ther we studied fine structure of signals near anomalous spikes 

which result in statistical distribu tion. Statistical p roperties 

of signals from spatial and temporal observations were compared . 

Thus, we could obtain some inrormation about all wavelengths of 

sLlI-face waves - from hundred meters to centimeters. 
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